Questions and responses to OSHPD RFP 14-5731

1. Page 35 of 57 (3. Communications with hospitals before Audit) refers to Exhibit G for CCORP regulations regarding hospital audits. We do not see an Exhibit G.

   Response: The reference to Exhibit G should have been removed from this RFP.

2. Attachment 6 Cost Worksheet on page 19 of 57 refers to CMAS language under Sub-Contractor Labor. Is the CMAS applicable to this RFP?

   Response: No, the CMAS is not applicable to this RFP.

3. Attachment 10 – Sample Standard Agreement, page 33 of 57 is not included on the required attachment check list. Should we complete and submit this attachment?

   Response: No, this is for informational purposes only. Procurement and Contracting Services will send a completed Standard Agreement to the selected vendor.

4. Do we need to attach the following?
   A: Org Chart
   B: Proof of E&O insurance
   C: Work Samples

   Response: Yes to all the above.